January 11 & 12, 2019
Dr. Michael Lennox
Location: ASAOM (Arizona School of Acupuncture & Oriental
Medicine) & Han University, 2856 E. Fort Lowell Rd. Tucson, AZ 85716

Friday Lecture, January 11, 7:30 pm
$10/$15 members/non-members, UA and PCC students $5 off with ID
OPEN to all levels of knowledge and interest in astrology.

“The Signs as an Archetypal Community”
Most people who enter the doorway of astrology think of the signs of the zodiac in
terms of their own Sun sign placement, and the Sun sign placement of people they
know. This causes people to refer to Leos or Capricorns as if Sun sign placement for
an individual and the pure archetype of that sign are the same thing. In this fun, humorous, and extemporaneous
talk, Dr. Michael Lennox will illuminate the distinctions of each of these archetypes in such a way that is guaranteed
to enhance your understanding of astrology as a whole, and help deepen your approach to working with all
archetypes in a much deeper way.

Saturday Workshop, January 12, 1 – 5 pm
$20/$25 members/non-members, UA and PCC students $5 off with ID.
OPEN to all levels of knowledge of astrology.

“The Nodes of the Moon and Life Purpose”
There is a saying in the world of astrology: Nothing can happen that is not promised in the natal chart. In fact,
everything you need to know is built directly into this blueprint of your first breath. The Nodes of the Moon are
arguably the most sensitive geometry that helps a person understand their life path. The South Node gives us clues
to our karmic lessons and the archetypal entrance you made into this life. The North Node holds the secret to our
life purpose and dharmic expression. Working with the North Node sign, house placement, and interaction with
other planets in your natal chart, a deep and profound understanding can emerge of why you are here, and what you
are to do with your life. Join Dr. Michael Lennox for a fun and engaging look into your individual sense of purpose
using the lens of astrology and the Nodes of the Moon.
Bio – Dr. Michael Lennox: Psychologist, Astrologer and Dream Expert. A highly sought-after media expert, Dr. Lennox
has been seen internationally on many television shows: Sci Fi Network’s The Dream Team with Annabelle and
Michael, 2003; Starting Over, Soap Talk, The Wayne Brady show and many others. With an MA and Doctorate in
Psychology from The Chicago School, his Doctoral Dissertation, Astrology and Personality, is published by Lambert
Academic Publishing out of Germany. Lennox guides people through life’s mysteries with a deep and profound
wisdom delivered through a humorous and extemporaneous style that has become his trademark.

www.michaellennox.com

Free Beginner's Astrology Class Jan 12, 2019 11:00 AM until 12:00 PM
Capricorn ‒ a deeper look at this sign that begins with the December Solstice and the year. We'll use student's charts
to discuss the sign, it's natural association with the 10th house and planet Saturn. Facilitated by TAG professional
member Gael Chilson.

INFORMATION: 520-216-0217, www.tucsonastrologersguild.org

